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Abstract. Long-term temporal averaging of meteorological
data, such as wind speed and air pressure, can cause large er-
rors in air-sea carbon flux estimates. Other researchers have
already shown that time averaging of wind speed data cre-
ates large errors in flux due to the non-linear dependence of
the gas transfer velocity on wind speed (Bates and Merli-
vat, 2001). However, in general, wind speed is negatively
correlated with air pressure, and a given fractional change
in the pressure of dry air produces an equivalent fractional
change in the atmospheric partial pressure of carbon diox-
ide (pCO2air). Thus low pressure systems cause a drop in
pCO2air, which together with the associated high winds, pro-
motes outgassing/reduces uptake of CO2 from the ocean.
Here we quantify the errors in global carbon flux estimates
caused by using monthly or climatological pressure data to
calculate pCO2air (and thus ignoring the covariance of wind
and pressure) over the period 1990–1999, using two common
parameterisations for gas transfer velocity. Results show that
on average, compared with estimates made using 6 hourly
pressure data, the global oceanic sink is systematically over-
estimated by 7% (W92) and 10% (WM99) when monthly
mean pressure is used, and 9% (W92) and 12% (WM99)
when climatological pressure is used.

1 Introduction

An important challenge in the science of climate is to de-
velop quantitative understanding and prediction of the uptake
of atmospheric carbon dioxide by the oceans. Measurements
of atmospheric carbon dioxide and oxygen concentrations in
combination with knowledge of fossil fuel burning (Keeling
and Garcia, 2002) give an estimate of global ocean uptake of
carbon dioxide. Global ocean uptake can also be estimated
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directly by calculating local air-sea gas transfer and integrat-
ing this gas transfer in time and space (Takahashi et al., 1997,
2002). The latter approach requires a high degree of quantita-
tive understanding of gas-transfer processes and knowledge
of the controls on the physical and biological factors that de-
termine the imbalance in the partial pressure of carbon diox-
ide across the air-sea interface. Recent work (Bates and Mer-
livat, 2001; Chapman et al., 2002), has quantified how short-
term variability in wind-speed significantly affects integrated
gas transfer. Here, we extend that insight to the comparable
effects of short-term changes in sea-level pressure. In par-
ticular, we demonstrate how neglecting or averaging these
pressure variations in time can lead to systematic errors in
flux computations.

The flux (F ) of CO2 across the air-sea interface is de-
scribed by:

Ft = (ks(pCO2sea− pCO2air))t . (1)

whereFt is the flux integrated over a time periodt , k is
the gas transfer velocity,s is the solubility of CO2 in sea
water and pCO2seaand pCO2air are the partial pressures of
CO2 in the ocean and atmosphere respectively. The differ-
ence in these latter two variables determines the direction
for the exchange, andk controls the transfer rate. The mag-
nitude of the transfer rate is controlled by the thickness of
the boundary layer which is a function of near surface turbu-
lence and diffusion. Thus, the transfer rate is determined by
the state of the sea surface: by wave age, fetch, wind speed,
the prevalence of bubbles, boundary layer stability and natu-
rally occurring surfactants (e.g. Woolf, 1997; Monahan and
Spillane, 1984; Liss and Merlivat, 1986; Asher and Wan-
ninkhof, 1998). It is highly unlikely, therefore, that only
one physical variable can completely determine the spatial
scales and environmental conditions necessary to predictk.
Despite this, many empirical relationships fork in practical
use are solely functions of wind speed as this is an influential
and easily obtainable parameter. Three commonly used wind
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functions are the piecewise linear relation (Liss and Merlivat,
1986), the quadratic relation (Wanninkhof, 1992; Nightin-
gale et al., 2000), and the cubic relation (Wanninkhof and
McGillis, 1999). In this study we use the Wanninkhof (1992;
W92) and the Wanninkhof and McGillis (1999; WM99) re-
lations.

When non-linear functions are used, the time-averaging
period of the wind speed data becomes important. Bates
and Merlivat (2001) showed, using data from a site near
Bermuda, that the air-sea CO2 flux is up to three times
greater if hourly wind data are used rather than daily aver-
aged values. Similar work, using model results on a global
scale rather than localised data, by Chapman et al. (2002)
for dimethylsulfide (DMS) fluxes showed that DMS emis-
sion fluxes were often 10–60% higher when using 20-minute
rather than monthly averaged wind speeds (using the Liss and
Merlivat (1986) relationship fork). These errors arise be-
cause in the non-linear gas transfer relationships, periods of
higher wind-speeds contribute disproportionately to the time-
integrated flux, and if the wind speed is averaged this effect
is lost. When monthly averaged wind data are used, differ-
ent equations fork are required. For example the quadratic
(W92) and cubic (WM99) relations have a short-term (or
steady wind) version, in addition to a long-term version that
relies on the assumption that wind speed follows a Rayleigh
probability density function. Wanninkhof et al. (2002) found
that although the Rayleigh distribution is a reasonable as-
sumption for global winds, significant regional deviations
from this distribution exist. Consequently these researchers
recommend avoiding time-averaged winds, and instead com-
puting the time averages of the higher moments needed for
the non-linear relationships.

Thus, to calculate air-sea CO2 fluxes it is preferable to use
short-term wind data. But other variables in the flux equa-
tion also change over time: solubility is affected by time-
varying sea surface temperature and salinity (SST and SSS);
pCO2seais affected by the evolution in time of complex bio-
logical and physical processes; and pCO2air is affected by the
meteorologically-driven air pressure and the water vapour
pressure just above the air-sea interface. In a recent anal-
ysis of data collected in the Southern Ocean, Fransson et
al. (2004) found that there is significant diurnal variability in
pCO2seain this region and recommend that estimates of CO2
sources/sinks in areas and seasons with strong diurnal cycles
in temperature and productivity should account for this short
term variability. In this study, we assess the effect of includ-
ing the time variation of pCO2air. This variable is controlled,
in large part, by air pressure, which is a readily available and
robust parameter. Moreover, wind and pressure are mete-
orologically related variables. Weather systems that bring
about large changes in wind speed are characterized by large
changes in the pressure field. Using short-term wind data to
calculatek (as recommended) with long-term pressure data
for pCO2air (as is generally done in modelling studies) ig-
nores this co-variation.

Atmospheric pCO2 changes over time according to
changes in air pressure, such that

pCO2air = x(P − SVP). (2)

wherex is the atmospheric molar fraction of CO2 in air, P

is atmospheric pressure and SVP is the saturation vapour
pressure of water at SST. If we consider a given time pe-
riod (e.g., one month) over which changes in the ambient air
pressure cause variations in pCO2air, and consider the case
when pCO2sea is equal to the mean value of pCO2air over
this time period. Then if the wind blows at a steady speed
over this period, the net flux will be zero, because the out-
gassing (which occurs when pCO2sea>pCO2air) and uptake
(when pCO2sea<pCO2air) of CO2 are equal in magnitude.
However, if wind speed is negatively correlated with air pres-
sure such that wind speeds are higher when air pressure is
low, the times during which pCO2air<pCO2seawill generate
larger fluxes (due to the increased wind speed) than those
when pCO2air>CO2sea: i.e. there will be more outgassing of
CO2 from the ocean than there is uptake. Nonetheless, if
we were to use an average value for pCO2air over this pe-
riod then we would still (wrongly) compute a net flux of
zero, since the excess of outgassing caused by the negative
co-variation of wind and pressure would not be captured.
Conversely, if wind and pressure were positively correlated
this would promote uptake of CO2 by the oceans, uptake that
would similarly not be captured by monthly averaged calcu-
lations. In general, pCO2air is higher than pCO2seaand wind
and pressure are negatively correlated, so the wind-pressure
co-variation – while not causing net outgassing – will tend to
reduce the amount of uptake. In this paper, we quantify the
magnitude of this systematic effect for the global oceans.

2 Data

To assess the effects of wind-pressure co-variability on calcu-
lations of global CO2 fluxes we make use of the monthly cli-
matology (Takahashi et al., 2002; Gurney et al., 2002) made
available on the w.w.w. from the Lamont-Doherty Earth Ob-
servatory of Columbia University. This dataset will hence-
forth be referred to as Taka02. From Taka02 we use monthly
fields for SST (from the World Ocean database, 1998 (www.
nodc.noaa.gov/OC5/wod98.html)), SSS, pCO2sea, pCO2air
and pressure given for the reference year 1995. Short term
(six-hourly) wind and air pressure data are taken from the
ECMWF ERA-40 2.5◦ gridded reanalysis data (http://www.
ecmwf.int/research/era/) over the 10 year period 1990–1999.
Annual mean fields for the ERA wind and pressure data are
shown in Fig. 1.

3 Method

In order to work on a common grid, we linearly interpolate
Taka02 from its 4◦ latitude by 5◦ longitude grid to the ERA
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When non-linear functions are used, the time-averaging
period of the wind speed data becomes important. Bates
and Merlivat (2001) showed, using data from a site near
Bermuda, that the air-sea CO2 flux is up to three times
greater if hourly wind data are used rather than daily aver-
aged values. Similar work, using model results on a global
scale rather than localised data, by Chapman et al. (2002)
for dimethylsulfide (DMS) fluxes showed that DMS emis-
sion fluxes were often 10-60% higher when using 20-minute
rather than monthly averaged wind speeds (using the Liss and
Merlivat (1986) relationship fork). These errors arise be-
cause in the non-linear gas transfer relationships, periods of
higher wind-speeds contribute disproportionately to the time-
integrated flux, and if the wind speed is averaged this effect
is lost. When monthly averaged wind data are used, differ-
ent equations fork are required. For example the quadratic
(W92) and cubic (WM99) relations have a short-term (or
steady wind) version, in addition to a long-term version that
relies on the assumption that wind speed follows a Rayleigh
probability density function. Wanninkhof et al. (2002) found
that although the Rayleigh distribution is a reasonable as-
sumption for global winds, significant regional deviations
from this distribution exist. Consequently these researchers
recommend avoiding time-averaged winds, and instead com-
puting the time averages of the higher moments needed for
the non-linear relationships.

Thus, to calculate air-sea CO2 fluxes it is preferable to use
short-term wind data. But other variables in the flux equa-
tion also change over time: solubility is affected by time-
varying sea surface temperature and salinity (SST and SSS);
pCO2sea is affected by the evolution in time of complex
biological and physical processes; and pCO2air is affected
by the meteorologically-driven air pressure and the water
vapour pressure just above the air-sea interface. In a recent
analysis of data collected in the Southern Ocean, Fransson
et al. (2004) found that there is significant diurnal variabil-
ity in pCO2sea in this region and recommend that estimates
of CO2 sources/sinks in areas and seasons with strong diur-
nal cycles in temperature and productivity should account for
this short term variability. In this study, we assess the effect
of including the time variation of pCO2air. This variable is
controlled, in large part, by air pressure, which is a readily
available and robust parameter. Moreover, wind and pres-
sure are meteorologically related variables. Weather systems
that bring about large changes in wind speed are character-
ized by large changes in the pressure field. Using short-term
wind data to calculatek (as recommended) with long-term
pressure data for pCO2air (as is generally done in modelling
studies) ignores this co-variation.

Atmospheric pCO2 changes over time according to
changes in air pressure, such that

pCO2air = x(P − SVP). (2)

wherex is the atmospheric molar fraction of CO2 in air, P
is atmospheric pressure and SVP is the saturation vapour
pressure of water at SST. If we consider a given time pe-
riod (e.g., one month) over which changes in the ambient air

Fig. 1. Climatological ECMWF ERA-40 data for sea-level pressure
(mb) and wind speed (m s−1) for 1990-1999

pressure cause variations in pCO2air, and consider the case
when pCO2sea is equal to the mean value of pCO2air over
this time period. Then if the wind blows at a steady speed
over this period, the net flux will be zero, because the out-
gassing (which occurs when pCO2sea > pCO2air) and up-
take (when pCO2sea < pCO2air) of CO2 are equal in mag-
nitude. However, if wind speed is negatively correlated with
air pressure such that wind speeds are higher when air pres-
sure is low, the times during which pCO2air < pCO2sea will
generate larger fluxes (due to the increased wind speed) than
those when pCO2air > CO2sea: i.e. there will be more out-
gassing of CO2 from the ocean than there is uptake. Nonethe-
less, if we were to use an average value for pCO2air over
this period then we would still (wrongly) compute a net flux
of zero, since the excess of outgassing caused by the nega-
tive co-variation of wind and pressure would not be captured.
Conversely, if wind and pressure were positively correlated
this would promote uptake of CO2 by the oceans, uptake that
would similarly not be captured by monthly averaged calcu-
lations. In reality, pCO2air is higher than pCO2sea and wind
and pressure are negatively correlated, so the wind-pressure
co-variation - while not causing net outgassing - will tend to
reduce the amount of uptake. In this paper, we quantify the
magnitude of this systematic effect for the global oceans.

2 Data

To assess the effects of wind-pressure co-variability on cal-
culations of global CO2 fluxes we make use of the monthly
climatology (Takahashi et al., 2002; Gurney et al., 2002)
made available on the w.w.w. from the Lamont-Doherty
Earth Observatory of Columbia University. This dataset
will henceforth be referred to as Taka02. From Taka02
we use monthly fields for SST (from the World Ocean
database, 1998 (www.nodc.noaa.gov/OC5/wod98.html)),
SSS, pCO2sea, pCO2air and pressure given for the reference
year 1995. Short term (six-hourly) wind and pressure data
are taken from the ECMWF ERA-40 2.5◦ gridded reanalysis
data (http://www.ecmwf.int/research/era/) over the 10 year
period 1990-1999. Annual mean fields for the ERA wind
and pressure data are shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Climatological ECMWF ERA-40 data for sea-level pressure (mb) and wind speed (m s−1) for 1990–1999.

2.5◦ grid. The various terms in Eq. (1) are then computed as
follows. We use both the W92 and the WM99 parameteri-
sations for the gas transfer velocity (kW92 andkWM99) with
six-hourly wind speed (ERA) data:

kW92 = 0.31u2
10(Sc/660)−1/2 (3)

kWM99 = 0.0283u3
10(Sc/660)−1/2 (4)

wherek is in cm hr−1, u10 is wind speed at 10 m (m s−1), and
Sc is the dimensionless Schmidt number calculated from:

Sc=2073.1−125.62 SST+3.628 SST2−0.0432 SST3 (5)

using Taka02’s climatological monthly SST (◦C). The
Schmidt number is the viscosity of sea water divided by the
molecular diffusion coefficient of CO2 in water. Solubility
(in mol atm−1 m−3) is calculated according to Weiss (1974)
using SST and SSS data from Taka02. pCO2seavalues are
taken directly from Taka02. ECMWF pressure data are used
to calculate percentage changes in pressure from Takahashi’s
monthly climatology at six hourly intervals. Dalton’s Law
states that the total pressure of a gas is equal to the sum of
the partial pressures of its components. Thus, when air pres-
sure changes, so too must the partial pressures of the com-
ponent gases. Consequently, the percentage change in pres-
sure equals the percentage change in pCO2air. Since water
vapour is another component gas, any independent changes
in the water vapour pressure will also affect pCO2air. Just
above the air-sea interface, the air is assumed to be saturated,
so the water vapour partial pressure is the saturation vapour
pressure (SVP) – given by Weiss and Price (1980) and then
converted to mb:

SVPTaka = 1013.25 exp

[
24.4543− 67.4509

100

SSTk

− 4.8489 ln

(
SSTk

100

)
− 0.000544 SSS

]
(6)

where SSTk is SST in Kelvin. In this study we use Taka02
for SST and SSS, and thus SVPTaka is a monthly gridded
variable. Assuming that the molar fraction of CO2 in dry
air (x in Eq. 2) remains constant, we then calculate 6 hourly
values of pCO2air from 6 hourly air pressure data according
to:

pCO2air 6h = pCO2air Taka
P6h−SVPTaka

PTaka−SVPTaka
(7)

where the subscripts Taka and 6h refer to Taka02 data and
6 hourly data respectively. In order to isolate the effects of
different pressure averaging on estimated net CO2 fluxes, all
other variables remain the same between evaluations. We
then consider the following three cases:

1. pCO2air calculated using 6 hourly pressure data (Eq. 7)

2. pCO2air calculated using monthly pressure data (Eq. 7
with the substitution P6h=monthly mean of P6h)

3. pCO2air taken directly from Takahashi’s climatology

In all cases we use six-hourly wind speed so that the short
term flux Eqs. (3) and (4) can be used rather than their long
term equivalents. Thus all calculations are performed at six-
hourly intervals. We can then see the results of time averag-
ing air pressure in isolation. To calculate mass fluxes over
regional to global areas, each cell is weighted by its area.

The covariance of wind and pressure is calculated for each
cell over the whole 10 year period as:

cov(u10, P ) =< u10P > − < P >< u10 > (8)

whereu10 andP are wind and pressure time series for all 10
years, and< > denotes the mean value over these 10 years.
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3 Method

In order to work on a common grid, we linearly interpolate
Taka02 from its 4◦ latitude by 5◦ longitude grid to the ERA
2.5◦ grid. The various terms in eq 1 are then computed as
follows. We use both the W92 and the WM99 parameteri-
sations for the gas transfer velocity (kW92 andkWM99) with
six-hourly wind speed (ERA) data:

kW92 = 0.31 u2
10(Sc/660)−1/2 (3)

kWM99 = 0.0283 u3
10(Sc/660)−1/2 (4)

wherek is in cm hr−1, u10 is wind speed at 10 m (m s−1),
and Sc is the dimensionless Schmidt number calculated
from:

Sc = 2073.1− 125.62 SST+ 3.628 SST2− 0.0432 SST3(5)

using Taka02’s climatological monthly SST (◦C). The
Schmidt number is the viscosity of sea water divided by the
molecular diffusion coefficient of CO2 in water. Solubility
(in mol atm−1m−3) is calculated according to Weiss (1974)
using SST and SSS data from Taka02. pCO2sea values are
taken directly from Taka02. ECMWF pressure data are used
to calculate percentage changes in pressure from Takahashi’s
monthly climatology at six hourly intervals. Dalton’s Law
states that the total pressure of a gas is equal to the sum of
the partial pressures of its components. Thus, when air pres-
sure changes, so too must the partial pressures of the com-
ponent gases. Consequently, the percentage change in pres-
sure equals the percentage change in pCO2air. Since water
vapour is another component gas, any independent changes
in the water vapour pressure will also affect pCO2air. Just
above the air-sea interface, the air is assumed to be saturated,
so the water vapour partial pressure is the saturation vapour
pressure (SVP) - given by Weiss and Price (1980) and then
converted to mb:

SVPTaka = 1013.25 exp
[
24.4543− 67.4509

100
SSTk

− 4.8489 ln
(

SSTk

100

)
− 0.000544 SSS

]
(6)

where SSTk is SST in Kelvin. In this study we use Taka02
for SST and SSS, and thus SVPTaka is a monthly gridded
variable. We then calculate the change in pCO2air caused by
6 hourly changes in pressure, from the change in air pressure
of dry air ((P6h-SVP)-(PTaka-SVP)) multiplied by the molar
fraction of CO2 in air (x in equation 2), such that:

pCO2air6h = pCO2airTaka + x(P6h − PTaka) (7)

where the subscripts Taka and 6h refer to Taka02 data and
6 hourly data respectively. In order to isolate the effects of
different pressure averaging on estimated net CO2 fluxes, all
other variables remain the same between evaluations. We
then consider the following three cases:

Fig. 2. Mean annual air-sea net flux 1990-1999
(molCO2 m−2 yr−1). Flux is calculated using 6 hourly wind and
pressure data and then averaged over the 10 years for both gas
transfer parameterisations. White regions indicate sea ice.

1. pCO2air calculated using 6 hourly pressure data (eq 7)

2. pCO2air calculated using monthly pressure data (eq 7
with the substitutionP6h = monthly mean ofP6h)

3. pCO2air taken directly from Takahashi’s climatology

In all cases we use six-hourly wind speed so that the short
term flux equations (3 and 4) can be used rather than their
long term equivalents. Thus all calculations are performed
at six-hourly intervals. We can then see the results of time
averaging air pressure in isolation. To calculate mass fluxes
over regional to global areas, each cell is weighted by its area.

The covariance of wind and pressure is calculated for each
cell over the whole 10 year period as:

cov(u10, P ) =< u10P > − < P >< u10 > (8)

whereu10 andP are wind and pressure time series for all 10
years, and<> denotes the mean value over these 10 years.

4 Results

4.1 Mean Global Fluxes

Six-hourly pressure and wind speed data from 1990 to 1999
are used to construct a global 10 year climatology of net
CO2 flux for the 3 different cases of pressure time-averaging
stated above using both gas transfer parameterisations. The
mean net flux fields over this time period, calculated using
6 hourly wind and pressure data are shown in Fig. 2. Re-
gions affected by sea ice are shown in white and these are
discounted in subsequent flux calculations when they are ac-
tually ice covered. The figure shows the main sources (red)
of CO2 are in the Northern Pacific, around the equator and
the Arabian Sea. The main sink areas (blue) are the Norwe-
gian Sea, the North Atlantic, the Northern Pacific and the
Southern Ocean. The plots show that using the 2 differ-
ent gas transfer parameterisations does not affect the gen-
eral pattern of flux but just the magnitude. The computed
global mean mass fluxes over this time period (1990-1999)
are given in Table 1 along with our computed global fluxes
for 1995 which is the reference year for Taka02.

Fig. 2. Mean annual air-sea net flux 1990-1999 (mol CO2 m−2 yr−1). Flux is calculated using 6 hourly wind and pressure data and then
averaged over the 10 years for both gas transfer parameterisations. White regions indicate sea ice.

Table 1. Mean global mass flux (Pg C yr−1) computed using 6
hourly winds andkWM99 andkW92 for different air pressure time
averaging periods over 1990–1999, and 1995 (Taka02 reference
year). Regions of sea ice are removed. Errors are the overestimates
of the oceanic sink strength caused by monthly and climatological
averaging (mon. av. and clim. av.) of pressure data.

Averaging Period 1990–1999 1995
W92 WM99 W92 WM99

6 hourly −1.60 −1.91 −1.65 −2.16
Monthly −1.72 −2.08 −1.77 −2.36
Clim. −1.74 −2.13 −1.79 −2.41
Error (mon. av.) 0.12 0.17 0.12 0.20
Error (clim. av.) 0.14 0.22 0.14 0.25
% Error (mon. av.) 7.2% 9.7% 7.3% 9.3%
% Error (clim. av.) 8.6% 11.5% 8.5% 11.6%

4 Results

4.1 Mean Global Fluxes

Six-hourly pressure and wind speed data from 1990 to 1999
are used to construct a global 10 year climatology of net
CO2 flux for the 3 different cases of pressure time-averaging
stated above using both gas transfer parameterisations. The
mean net flux fields over this time period, calculated using
6 hourly wind and pressure data (i.e. case 1) are shown in
Fig. 2. Regions affected by sea ice are shown in white and
these are discounted in subsequent flux calculations when
they are actually ice covered. The figure shows the main
sources (red) of CO2 are in the Northern Pacific, around the
equator and the Arabian Sea. The main sink areas (blue)
are the Norwegian Sea, the North Atlantic, the Northern Pa-
cific and the Southern Ocean. The plots show that using the
2 different gas transfer parameterisations does not affect the
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Table 1. Mean global mass flux (Pg C yr−1) computed using 6
hourly winds andkWM99 andkW92 for different air pressure time
averaging periods over 1990-1999, and 1995 (Taka02 reference
year). Regions of sea ice are removed. Errors are the overesti-
mates of the oceanic sink strength caused by temporal averaging of
pressure data.

Averaging Period 1990-1999 1995
W92 WM99 W92 WM99

6 hourly -1.60 -1.91 -1.65 -2.16
Monthly -1.82 -2.08 -1.77 -2.36
Clim. -1.74 -2.13 -1.79 -2.41
Error (mon. av.) 0.12 0.17 0.12 0.20
Error (clim. av.) 0.14 0.22 0.14 0.25
% Error (mon. av.) 7.2% 9.7% 7.3% 9.3%
% Error (clim. av.) 8.6% 11.5% 8.5% 11.6%

Looking at Table 1 it is immediately apparent that the
choice of the gas transfer parameterisation makes a large dif-
ference to global flux values, a result previously observed
by other researchers - for example, Boutin et al. (2002),
Wanninkhof et al. (2002) and Takahashi et al. (2002).
We can directly compare our 1995 net fluxes computed
with climatological pCO2air with those of Takahashi et al.
(2002) since the only differences are the wind speed datasets
(NCEP/NCAR compared with ECMWF) and the computa-
tion of the gas transfer velocity,k. Takahashi et al. use the
long-term W92 and WM99 formulations with mean monthly
wind speeds, whereas we use the short-term formulation
with six hourly wind speeds. Our values of -1.79 and -
2.41 Pg C yr−1 (W92 and WM99 respectively) give 11%
and 24.5% less oceanic uptake than Takahashi et al.’s values
of -1.81 and -3.00Pg C yr−1. These differences are similar
to those reported for 1995 by Wanninkhof et al. (2002), in
which monthly mean wind speeds gave oceanic uptakes of
-2.2 and -3.3Pg C yr−1 (W92 and WM99) - 5% and 26%
more oceanic uptake than those computed using 6 hourly
wind speeds (-2.1 and -2.6Pg C yr−1). These results high-
light the importance of using short-term wind data.

Turning our attention to the systematic differences caused
by pressure averaging, Table 1 shows in all cases, that in-
creasing the pressure averaging time period leads to increas-
ingly large values of ocean sink strength. Thus, ignoring the
covariation of wind and pressure leads to a systematic bias in
calculations of flux. Fig.3 shows a histogram of the wind-
pressure co-variation for each grid cell across the global
oceans over the period 1990-1999, indicating a predomi-
nantly negative correlation over the majority of the ocean
surface during this period. That the sink is weaker if the
wind-pressure covariation is included (i.e. using the six-
hourly data) is consistent with the argument given in the In-
troduction. If we consider the most accurate global flux esti-
mate to be that calculated using six-hourly wind and pressure
data then the mean percentage errors in global fluxes caused
purely by using different pressure averaging time periods are
7.2% and 9.7% (monthly; W92 and WM99) and 8.6% and
11.5% (climatological; W92 and WM99). The direction of
the effect is such as to further reduce the calculated global

Fig. 3. Covariance of wind and pressure for all grid cells across the
global oceans from 1990-1999.

Fig. 4. Net air-sea CO2 flux as a function of time of year. Red
and black lines represent WM99 and W92 gas transfer parameteri-
sations respectively.

uptake compared to the Taka02 value. These results indicate
that the calculations of global net flux of CO2 are sensitive to
pressure averaging. Next, we examine how these flux errors
are distributed in time and space.

4.2 Temporal distribution of flux errors

Fig.4 shows how the monthly mass fluxes vary with time
of year, gas transfer parameterisation and pressure averag-
ing time period. Globally, there is a strong annual cycle with
the sink strength decreasing in the northern summer due to
the seasonal temperature and biological effect on pCO2sea.
This seasonal flux pattern was also observed by Boutin et
al. (2002) and found to be dominated by the pronounced
seasonal variation of the global outgassing flux. The errors
incurred through using monthly pressure data are fairly con-
stant throughout the year, however, those due to using cli-
matological pressure increase over October to December, in-
dicating a difference in the climatological pressure field used
by Taka02 and that calculated from ERA 1990-1999 pressure
data.

4.3 Spatial distribution of flux errors

Fig.2 shows that net air-sea CO2 flux is very spatially vari-
able. Since storms which cause high negative wind-pressure
covariation are also spatially variable we would expect the
errors caused by using monthly or climatological pressure to
show a strong spatial variation. When the differences be-
tween fluxes calculated from monthly averaged values of

Fig. 3. Covariance of wind and pressure for all grid cells across the
global oceans from 1990–1999.

general pattern of flux but just the magnitude. The computed
global mean mass fluxes over this time period (1990–1999)
are given in Table 1 along with our computed global fluxes
for 1995 which is the reference year for Taka02.

Looking at Table 1 it is immediately apparent that the
choice of the gas transfer parameterisation makes a large dif-
ference to global flux values, a result previously observed by
other researchers – for example, Boutin et al. (2002), Wan-
ninkhof et al. (2002) and Takahashi et al. (2002). We can
directly compare our 1995 net fluxes computed with climato-
logical pCO2air with those of Takahashi et al. (2002) since the
only differences are the wind speed datasets (NCEP/NCAR
compared with ECMWF) and the computation of the gas
transfer velocity,k. Takahashi et al. (2002) use the long-
term W92 and WM99 formulations with mean monthly wind
speeds, whereas we use the short-term formulation with
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Table 1. Mean global mass flux (Pg Cyr−1) computed using 6
hourly winds andkWM99 andkW92 for different air pressure time
averaging periods over 1990-1999, and 1995 (Taka02 reference
year). Regions of sea ice are removed. Errors are the overesti-
mates of the oceanic sink strength caused by temporal averaging of
pressure data.

Averaging Period 1990-1999 1995
W92 WM99 W92 WM99

6 hourly -1.60 -1.91 -1.65 -2.16
Monthly -1.82 -2.08 -1.77 -2.36
Clim. -1.74 -2.13 -1.79 -2.41
Error (mon. av.) 0.12 0.17 0.12 0.20
Error (clim. av.) 0.14 0.22 0.14 0.25
% Error (mon. av.) 7.2% 9.7% 7.3% 9.3%
% Error (clim. av.) 8.6% 11.5% 8.5% 11.6%

Looking at Table 1 it is immediately apparent that the
choice of the gas transfer parameterisation makes a large dif-
ference to global flux values, a result previously observed
by other researchers - for example, Boutin et al. (2002),
Wanninkhof et al. (2002) and Takahashi et al. (2002).
We can directly compare our 1995 net fluxes computed
with climatological pCO2air with those of Takahashi et al.
(2002) since the only differences are the wind speed datasets
(NCEP/NCAR compared with ECMWF) and the computa-
tion of the gas transfer velocity,k. Takahashi et al. use the
long-term W92 and WM99 formulations with mean monthly
wind speeds, whereas we use the short-term formulation
with six hourly wind speeds. Our values of -1.79 and -
2.41 Pg C yr−1 (W92 and WM99 respectively) give 11%
and 24.5% less oceanic uptake than Takahashi et al.’s values
of -1.81 and -3.00Pg C yr−1. These differences are similar
to those reported for 1995 by Wanninkhof et al. (2002), in
which monthly mean wind speeds gave oceanic uptakes of
-2.2 and -3.3Pg C yr−1 (W92 and WM99) - 5% and 26%
more oceanic uptake than those computed using 6 hourly
wind speeds (-2.1 and -2.6Pg C yr−1). These results high-
light the importance of using short-term wind data.

Turning our attention to the systematic differences caused
by pressure averaging, Table 1 shows in all cases, that in-
creasing the pressure averaging time period leads to increas-
ingly large values of ocean sink strength. Thus, ignoring the
covariation of wind and pressure leads to a systematic bias in
calculations of flux. Fig.3 shows a histogram of the wind-
pressure co-variation for each grid cell across the global
oceans over the period 1990-1999, indicating a predomi-
nantly negative correlation over the majority of the ocean
surface during this period. That the sink is weaker if the
wind-pressure covariation is included (i.e. using the six-
hourly data) is consistent with the argument given in the In-
troduction. If we consider the most accurate global flux esti-
mate to be that calculated using six-hourly wind and pressure
data then the mean percentage errors in global fluxes caused
purely by using different pressure averaging time periods are
7.2% and 9.7% (monthly; W92 and WM99) and 8.6% and
11.5% (climatological; W92 and WM99). The direction of
the effect is such as to further reduce the calculated global

Fig. 3. Covariance of wind and pressure for all grid cells across the
global oceans from 1990-1999.

Fig. 4. Net air-sea CO2 flux as a function of time of year. Red
and black lines represent WM99 and W92 gas transfer parameteri-
sations respectively.

uptake compared to the Taka02 value. These results indicate
that the calculations of global net flux of CO2 are sensitive to
pressure averaging. Next, we examine how these flux errors
are distributed in time and space.

4.2 Temporal distribution of flux errors

Fig.4 shows how the monthly mass fluxes vary with time
of year, gas transfer parameterisation and pressure averag-
ing time period. Globally, there is a strong annual cycle with
the sink strength decreasing in the northern summer due to
the seasonal temperature and biological effect on pCO2sea.
This seasonal flux pattern was also observed by Boutin et
al. (2002) and found to be dominated by the pronounced
seasonal variation of the global outgassing flux. The errors
incurred through using monthly pressure data are fairly con-
stant throughout the year, however, those due to using cli-
matological pressure increase over October to December, in-
dicating a difference in the climatological pressure field used
by Taka02 and that calculated from ERA 1990-1999 pressure
data.

4.3 Spatial distribution of flux errors

Fig.2 shows that net air-sea CO2 flux is very spatially vari-
able. Since storms which cause high negative wind-pressure
covariation are also spatially variable we would expect the
errors caused by using monthly or climatological pressure to
show a strong spatial variation. When the differences be-
tween fluxes calculated from monthly averaged values of

Fig. 4. Net air-sea CO2 flux as a function of time of year. Red and black lines represent WM99 and W92 gas transfer parameterisations
respectively.

six hourly wind speeds. Our values of−1.79 and−2.41
Pg C yr−1 (W92 and WM99 respectively) give 11% and
24.5% less oceanic uptake than Takahashi et al. (2002) values
of −1.81 and−3.00 Pg C yr−1. These differences are simi-
lar to those reported for 1995 by Wanninkhof et al. (2002),
in which monthly mean wind speeds gave oceanic uptakes of
−2.2 and−3.3 Pg C yr−1 (W92 and WM99) i.e. 5% and 26%
more oceanic uptake than those computed using 6 hourly
wind speeds (−2.1 and−2.6 Pg C yr−1). These results high-
light the importance of using short-term wind data.

Turning our attention to the systematic differences caused
by pressure averaging, Table 1 shows in all cases, that in-
creasing the pressure averaging time period leads to increas-
ingly large values of ocean sink strength. Thus, ignoring
the covariation of wind and pressure leads to a systematic
bias in calculations of flux. Figure 3 shows a histogram
of the wind-pressure co-variation for each grid cell across
the global oceans over the period 1990–1999, indicating a
predominantly negative correlation over the majority of the
ocean surface during this period. That the sink is weaker if
the wind-pressure covariation is included (i.e. using the six-
hourly data) is consistent with the argument given in the In-
troduction. If we consider the most accurate global flux esti-
mate to be that calculated using six-hourly wind and pressure
data then the mean percentage errors in global fluxes caused
purely by using different pressure averaging time periods are
7.2% and 9.7% (monthly; W92 and WM99) and 8.6% and
11.5% (climatological; W92 and WM99). The direction of
the effect is such as to further reduce the calculated global
uptake compared to the Taka02 value. These results indicate
that the calculations of global net flux of CO2 are sensitive to
pressure averaging. Next, we examine how these flux errors
are distributed in time and space.

4.2 Temporal distribution of flux errors

Figure 4 shows how the monthly mass fluxes vary with time
of year, gas transfer parameterisation and pressure averag-

ing time period. Globally, there is a strong annual cycle in
the net flux with the sink strength decreasing in the northern
summer due to the seasonal temperature and biological effect
on pCO2sea. This seasonal flux pattern was also observed by
Boutin et al. (2002) and found to be dominated by the pro-
nounced seasonal variation of the global outgassing flux. The
errors incurred through using monthly pressure data are fairly
constant throughout the year, however, those due to using cli-
matological pressure increase over October to December, in-
dicating a difference in the climatological pressure field used
by Taka02 and that calculated from ERA 1990–1999 pres-
sure data.

4.3 Spatial distribution of flux errors

Figure 2 shows that net air-sea CO2 flux is very spatially vari-
able. Since storms which cause high negative wind-pressure
covariation are also spatially variable we would expect the
errors caused by using monthly or climatological pressure to
show a strong spatial variation. When the differences be-
tween fluxes calculated from monthly averaged values of
6 hourly pressure data and from actual 6 hourly pressure
are examined we can see the effect of ignoring the wind-
pressure covariation directly (Fig. 5). When fluxes computed
with climatological pressure are compared to those from 6
hourly pressure we are also looking at differences between
the ECMWF ERA-40 pressure data and the Atlas of Surface
Marine Data (1994) pressure data used by Taka02. Since
we are only examining the period 1990–1999 it is possible
that these 2 climatological pressure fields may have impor-
tant differences. However, differences in climatological pres-
sure fields are not the focus of this study therefore we will
only examine the spatial distribution of flux errors caused by
monthly averaging of air pressure. The left and middle plots
in Fig. 5 show the mean errors (1990–1999) in the flux fields
created by using monthly averaged pressure rather than 6
hourly for the 2 different gas transfer parameterisations. The
plot on the right shows the 10 yr wind-pressure covariance
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Fig. 5. Left and middle plot: Mean errors (molC m−2 yr−1) in
flux fields caused by using monthly pressure averaging (1990-1999)
for W92 and WM99 gas transfer parameterisations. White cells
indicate sea ice. Right plot: Wind-pressure covariance for 1990-
1999 (mbms−1)

Fig. 6. Relation between flux error caused by monthly averaging of
pressure (ie the difference between the 6 hourly and monthly flux
fields) averaged over 1990-1999, and the wind-pressure covariance
for W92 and WM99.

6 hourly pressure data and from actual 6 hourly pressure
are examined we can see the effect of ignoring the wind-
pressure covariation directly (Fig. 5). When fluxes computed
with climatological pressure are compared to those from 6
hourly pressure we are also looking at differences between
the ECMWF ERA-40 pressure data and the Atlas of Surface
Marine Data (1994) pressure data used by Taka02. Since
we are only examining the period 1990-1999 it is possible
that these 2 climatological pressure fields may have impor-
tant differences. However, differences in climatological pres-
sure fields are not the focus of this study therefore we will
only examine the spatial distribution of flux errors caused
by monthly averaging of air pressure. The left and mid-
dle plots in Fig.5 show the mean errors (1990-1999) in the
flux fields created by using monthly averaged pressure rather
than 6 hourly for the 2 different gas transfer parameterisa-
tions. The plot on the right shows the 10 yr wind-pressure
covariance field which is seen to correspond strongly with
the errors in the net flux fields. This relationship is shown
more explicitly in Fig. 6 which shows the mean flux error
(in 10−2 mol C m−2yr−1) against the wind-pressure covari-
ance for each grid cell for both gas transfer parameterisations
(cells under sea ice at any time in the year are discounted).
There is a lot scatter in these plots due to the wide range
of pCO2sea, SST and SSS values over grid cells with the
same wind-pressure covariance. However, the relationship
between flux error and wind-pressure covariance is still clear.

5 Discussion

A limitation of all the gas transfer parameterisations avail-
able is that they have been compared with laboratory and
field fluxes only for wind speeds up to about 20m s−1. The
W92 parameterisation was developed using natural-14C dis-
equilibrium and bomb-14C inventory methods (Wanninkhof,
1992), and the field data (Gas Ex-98 cruise) used to derive the
short term WM99 parameterisation were mostly measured at
wind speeds of around 6m s−1 with no measurements higher
than 15m s−1 (Wanninkhof and McGillis, 1999). The six
hourly ERA wind speeds used here are only above 15m s−1

on one occasion over the 10 year period and we have sim-
ply extrapolated thek equations beyond the range of the cal-
ibration data for this data point. However, the ERA wind
speeds are low because they are already averaged over time
(six-hourly) and space (2.5◦ grid cell). Since the CO2 eddy
covariance and wind speed measurements used to derive the
WM99 gas transfer relationship are hourly averages at a point
in space, we have already introduced averaging errors by us-
ing 6-hourly ERA wind data.

A further limitation of the method used here - a sensitivity
analysis with respect to the timescales on which pressure data
are included - is the neglect of variations in SST, SSS and
pCO2sea data. Variability in these parameters, of course, is
a major component of variability in flux over a wide range
of timescales. We have not considered the potential effect
of sub-daily variability (or covariability) of these parameters
on SVP and solubility: for example, the diurnal response of
SST and subsurface mixing to the wind speed (demonstrated
by Murray et al, (2000) and Stuart-Menteth et al, (2003)).
We have also not accounted for the effects of precipitation.
Recently Ho et al. (2004) demonstrated that short, intense
rain events enhances gas exchange in the oceans. However,
for much of the ocean for most of the time, such effects are
expected to be smaller than those we highlight here.

For the reference year 1995, Wanninkhof et al. (2002)
found that using climatological wind speed data, (with a
Rayleigh distribution) rather than six-hourly reanalysis wind
speeds to calculate the gas transfer velocity led to an overes-
timate in global ocean sink strength of 26% (using WM99)
or 5% (using W92). Our results, for the same year, show
that using climatological pressure data rather than ERA six-
hourly pressure data, over estimates the global ocean sink by
a further 12% (WM99) and 9% (W92). Pressure is a robust
and widely available variable, and is generally output from
climate models at the same resolution as wind speed. There-
fore, it is easily incorporated into high frequency flux com-
putations, allowing these errors to be eliminated with little
additional computational expense.

6 Conclusions

Many researchers have highlighted the importance of using
short-term wind speed data to calculate CO2 fluxes. Here we
show that short-term variations in atmospheric pCO2 caused

Fig. 5. Left and middle plot: Mean errors (10−2mol C m−2 yr−1) in flux fields caused by using monthly pressure averaging (1990–1999)
for W92 and WM99 gas transfer parameterisations. White cells indicate sea ice. Right plot: Wind-pressure covariance for 1990–1999
(mb m s−1).
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Fig. 5. Left and middle plot: Mean errors (molC m−2 yr−1) in
flux fields caused by using monthly pressure averaging (1990-1999)
for W92 and WM99 gas transfer parameterisations. White cells
indicate sea ice. Right plot: Wind-pressure covariance for 1990-
1999 (mb ms−1)

Fig. 6. Relation between flux error caused by monthly averaging of
pressure (ie the difference between the 6 hourly and monthly flux
fields) averaged over 1990-1999, and the wind-pressure covariance
for W92 and WM99.

6 hourly pressure data and from actual 6 hourly pressure
are examined we can see the effect of ignoring the wind-
pressure covariation directly (Fig. 5). When fluxes computed
with climatological pressure are compared to those from 6
hourly pressure we are also looking at differences between
the ECMWF ERA-40 pressure data and the Atlas of Surface
Marine Data (1994) pressure data used by Taka02. Since
we are only examining the period 1990-1999 it is possible
that these 2 climatological pressure fields may have impor-
tant differences. However, differences in climatological pres-
sure fields are not the focus of this study therefore we will
only examine the spatial distribution of flux errors caused
by monthly averaging of air pressure. The left and mid-
dle plots in Fig.5 show the mean errors (1990-1999) in the
flux fields created by using monthly averaged pressure rather
than 6 hourly for the 2 different gas transfer parameterisa-
tions. The plot on the right shows the 10 yr wind-pressure
covariance field which is seen to correspond strongly with
the errors in the net flux fields. This relationship is shown
more explicitly in Fig. 6 which shows the mean flux error
(in 10−2 mol C m−2yr−1) against the wind-pressure covari-
ance for each grid cell for both gas transfer parameterisations
(cells under sea ice at any time in the year are discounted).
There is a lot scatter in these plots due to the wide range
of pCO2sea, SST and SSS values over grid cells with the
same wind-pressure covariance. However, the relationship
between flux error and wind-pressure covariance is still clear.

5 Discussion

A limitation of all the gas transfer parameterisations avail-
able is that they have been compared with laboratory and
field fluxes only for wind speeds up to about 20m s−1. The
W92 parameterisation was developed using natural-14C dis-
equilibrium and bomb-14C inventory methods (Wanninkhof,
1992), and the field data (Gas Ex-98 cruise) used to derive the
short term WM99 parameterisation were mostly measured at
wind speeds of around 6m s−1 with no measurements higher
than 15m s−1 (Wanninkhof and McGillis, 1999). The six
hourly ERA wind speeds used here are only above 15m s−1

on one occasion over the 10 year period and we have sim-
ply extrapolated thek equations beyond the range of the cal-
ibration data for this data point. However, the ERA wind
speeds are low because they are already averaged over time
(six-hourly) and space (2.5◦ grid cell). Since the CO2 eddy
covariance and wind speed measurements used to derive the
WM99 gas transfer relationship are hourly averages at a point
in space, we have already introduced averaging errors by us-
ing 6-hourly ERA wind data.

A further limitation of the method used here - a sensitivity
analysis with respect to the timescales on which pressure data
are included - is the neglect of variations in SST, SSS and
pCO2sea data. Variability in these parameters, of course, is
a major component of variability in flux over a wide range
of timescales. We have not considered the potential effect
of sub-daily variability (or covariability) of these parameters
on SVP and solubility: for example, the diurnal response of
SST and subsurface mixing to the wind speed (demonstrated
by Murray et al, (2000) and Stuart-Menteth et al, (2003)).
We have also not accounted for the effects of precipitation.
Recently Ho et al. (2004) demonstrated that short, intense
rain events enhances gas exchange in the oceans. However,
for much of the ocean for most of the time, such effects are
expected to be smaller than those we highlight here.

For the reference year 1995, Wanninkhof et al. (2002)
found that using climatological wind speed data, (with a
Rayleigh distribution) rather than six-hourly reanalysis wind
speeds to calculate the gas transfer velocity led to an overes-
timate in global ocean sink strength of 26% (using WM99)
or 5% (using W92). Our results, for the same year, show
that using climatological pressure data rather than ERA six-
hourly pressure data, over estimates the global ocean sink by
a further 12% (WM99) and 9% (W92). Pressure is a robust
and widely available variable, and is generally output from
climate models at the same resolution as wind speed. There-
fore, it is easily incorporated into high frequency flux com-
putations, allowing these errors to be eliminated with little
additional computational expense.

6 Conclusions

Many researchers have highlighted the importance of using
short-term wind speed data to calculate CO2 fluxes. Here we
show that short-term variations in atmospheric pCO2 caused

Fig. 6. Relation between flux error caused by monthly averaging of pressure (i.e. the difference between the 6 hourly and monthly flux fields)
averaged over 1990–1999, and the wind-pressure covariance for W92 and WM99.

field which is seen to correspond strongly with the errors in
the net flux fields. This relationship is shown more explicitly
in Fig. 6 which shows the mean flux error against the wind-
pressure covariance for each grid cell for both gas transfer
parameterisations (cells under sea ice at any time in the year
are discounted). There is a lot scatter in these plots due to the
wide range of pCO2sea, SST and SSS values over grid cells
with the same wind-pressure covariance. However, the rela-
tionship between flux error and wind-pressure covariance is
still clear.

5 Discussion

A limitation of all the gas transfer parameterisations avail-
able is that they have been compared with laboratory and
field fluxes only for wind speeds up to about 20 m s−1. The
W92 parameterisation was developed using natural-14C dis-
equilibrium and bomb-14C inventory methods (Wanninkhof,
1992), and the field data (Gas Ex-98 cruise) used to derive the
short term WM99 parameterisation were mostly measured at

wind speeds of around 6 m s−1 with no measurements higher
than 15 m s−1 (Wanninkhof and McGillis, 1999). The six
hourly ERA wind speeds used here are only above 15 m s−1

on one occasion over the 10 year period and we have sim-
ply extrapolated thek equations beyond the range of the cal-
ibration data for this data point. However, the ERA wind
speeds are low because they are already averaged over time
(six-hourly) and space (2.5◦ grid cell). Since the CO2 eddy
covariance and wind speed measurements used to derive the
WM99 gas transfer relationship are hourly averages at a point
in space, we have already introduced averaging errors by us-
ing 6-hourly ERA wind data.

A further limitation of the method used here – a sensitivity
analysis with respect to the timescales on which pressure data
are included – is the neglect of variations in SST, SSS and
pCO2seadata. Variability in these parameters, of course, is
a major component of variability in flux over a wide range
of timescales. We have not considered the potential effect of
sub-daily variability (or covariability) of these parameters on
SVP and solubility: for example, the diurnal response of SST
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and subsurface mixing to the wind speed (demonstrated by
Murray et al., 2000 and Stuart-Menteth et al., 2003). We have
also not accounted for the effects of precipitation. Recently
Ho et al. (2004) demonstrated that short, intense rain events
enhances gas exchange in the oceans. However, for much of
the ocean for most of the time, such effects are expected to
be smaller than those we highlight here.

For the reference year 1995, Wanninkhof et al. (2002)
found that using climatological wind speed data, (with a
Rayleigh distribution) rather than six-hourly reanalysis wind
speeds to calculate the gas transfer velocity led to an overes-
timate in global ocean sink strength of 26% (using WM99)
or 5% (using W92). Our results, for the same year, show
that using climatological pressure data rather than ERA six-
hourly pressure data, over estimates the global ocean sink by
a further 12% (WM99) and 9% (W92). Pressure is a robust
and widely available variable, and is generally output from
climate models at the same resolution as wind speed. There-
fore, it is easily incorporated into high frequency flux com-
putations, allowing these errors to be eliminated with little
additional computational expense.

6 Conclusions

Many researchers have highlighted the importance of using
short-term wind speed data to calculate CO2 fluxes. Here we
show that short-term variations in atmospheric pCO2 caused
by fluctuations in pressure are also of significance. The
predominantly negative correlation of air pressure and wind
speed over the global oceans causes a bias in the net flux
towards outgassing from the ocean. Using monthly averaged
pressure data to calculate atmospheric pCO2 ignores this bias
and leads to an over estimate of the oceanic sink strength.
Using climatological pCO2air data not only ignores this bias
but also introduces errors caused by differences in the cli-
matological and actual pressure fields. Globally this means
that the amount of CO2 taken up by the oceans is overesti-
mated by about 0.12 or 0.17 Pg C yr−1 (7 or 10%; W92 or
WM99) if mean monthly pressure data is used, and 0.14 or
0.22 Pg C yr−1 (9 or 12%; W92 or WM99) if climatologi-
cal pressure is used. To better estimate the strength of the
oceanic CO2 sink, we therefore recommend that both short-
term wind speed and air pressure data are used in future flux
computations.
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